
THE INFLUENZA VIRUS ESSAY

Free Essay: Influenza Influenza, normally called â€œthe fluâ€•, the influenza virus causes an infection in the respiration
tract. Even though the influenza virus.

Prior to the emergence of the H1N1 virus, the alert level stood at Phase 3 based on the circulation of the H5N1
virus. The influenza epidemic is most likely stronger in the South and Mid-Western parts of the country due to
the weather pattern and the lack of resources available. A high percentage of the population could become ill
at any one time and overwhelm public health systems, and a large number of deaths could occur. There were
also more reports of severe respiratory disease, especially in young and otherwise healthy people, infected
with the new H1N1 virus than with seasonal flu viruses. Influenza is a deadly virus is an extremely contagious
respiratory illness caused by the influenza viruses. Although pigs become ill, they generally do not die from
swine flu viruses. What started as a mild neglect of a typical fever or case of chills had escalated and grown at
an alarmingly rapid rate to be fearsome and tragic Although the changes may be small, they may be significant
enough so that the human immune system will no longer recognize and defend against the altered proteins.
Crosby, The United States and the rest of the world had been exposed to such epidemics in the past, but never
at such a severe cost in human life Most human cases of H5N1 influenza have been traced to direct contact
with infected poultry, but there have been a few cases of person-to-person transmission, particularly in clusters
where multiple family members became infected. Infected leaves were mashed up with water and passed
through a filter Both are viruses, but there is a difference between them. The Editors of Encyclopedia
Britannica This specific topic was chosen due to the fact that the influenza virus, or the flu virus, is such a well
known and common illness. The flu is highly contagious and spreads around easily whenever an infected
person coughs, sneezes or talks. Researchers and scientists are concerned about an especially threatening
strain of influenza virus called H5N1, commonly known as the avian flu. The influenza virus is a deadly virus
that has been killing people since the s; in the first recorded epidemic of a strain of influenza known as the
Spanish flu killed approximately 50 million people "Pandemic Flu History". The vaccine used all over the
world to prevent the flu. The virus that caused this particular outbreak is influenza A subtype H5N1. Thus this
epidemic seems to weaken the body so much that it is not the only cause of death, pneumonia is as well. The
pandemic declaration acknowledged the inability to contain the virus and recognized its inevitable further
spread within affected countries and into new countries. New viruses are released from the infected cells and
infect other cells along the respiratory tract. Many other diseases can be cured or prevented via vaccination,
but not the flu.


